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Abstract

Smart grid concept is introduced to modify the power grid by utilizing new
information and communication technology. Smart grid needs live power
consumption monitoring to provide required services and for this issue,
bi-directional communication is essential. Security and privacy are the most
important requirements that should be provided in the communication. Due
to the complex design of smart grid systems, and utilizing different new
technologies, there are many opportunities for adversaries to attack the
smart grid system that can result fatal problems for the customers. Recently,
Mahmood et al. [1] proposed a lightweight message authentication scheme
for smart grid communications and claimed that it satisfies the security
requirements. We found that Mahmood et al.’s scheme has some security
vulnerabilities and it has not adequate security features to be utilized in smart
grid. To address these drawbacks, we propose an efficient and secure lightweight
privacy-preserving authentication scheme for a smart grid. Security of our
scheme are evaluated, and the formal security analysis and verification are
introduced via the broadly-accepted BAN logic and AVISPA tool. Finally, the
security and efficiency comparisons are provided, which indicate the security and
efficiency of the proposed scheme as compared to other existing related schemes.

c© 2019 ISC. All rights reserved.

1 Introduction

I n the past decades, the development of power net-
works has not been synchronized with social and
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industrial development. For instance, the statistics
show that the energy production was doubled but the
energy consumption was tripled between 1950 and
2008 [2]. This increasing demand on the power system
has led to an important challenge in the proper man-
agement domain of various energy resources, such as
fossil fuels and renewable energy resources [3]. On the
other hand, due to the lack of an effective method
of detecting and repairing defects, the traditional
power systems are suffering from power outage and
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Figure 1. A smart grid architecture [8]

blackouts occasionally. For instance, on August 14,
2003, a cascade of failures happened throughout the
southeastern Canada and northeastern U.S. which
makes the biggest blackout in the American history.
This big blackout contributed in losing power for up
to two days for 50 million people, 11 deaths and $6
billion loss in economic revenue [4]. After such inci-
dents, information and communication based power
system is considered as a solution for these problems,
which is called smart grid [5]. Compared to the tra-
ditional power systems, smart grids have emerged
with interesting features, such as data representation,
self-healing and remote monitoring [6]. There is only
one-way electricity flow in the traditional power sys-
tems, while we have two-way electricity and informa-
tion flow in the smart grids. Hence, smart grids are
expected to emerge as the next generation of power
grids and they absorb both of the power and commu-
nication engineers [7].

Based on an architecture model which was pro-
posed by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) of the United States [8], smart
grids consist of seven logical domains, including bulk
generation, transmission, distribution, customer, mar-
ket, service provider and operation domains. Accord-
ing to Figure 1, the first four domains contain the
two-way energy and information transmission, and
the last three domains are introduced for collecting
information and managing energy in smart grids [8].
Due to the importance of high-speed transmission of
data between the smart grid domains, the commu-
nication technology used throughout this network is
fiber-optic, except in the customer domain. Usually,
wireless network is used for the communication in the
customer domain to reduce the cost and complexity
for the consumers [3].

As it can be seen in Figure 1, smart grid is basi-
cally an information communication network which is
gathered with power system and manages all parts of
the cyber-physical network based on the received real-

time data about the power demand, consumption,
transmission and distribution [9]. Therefore, the ac-
curate performance of this smart network has a great
dependence on the accuracy and timeliness of trans-
mitted data through the network. This dependency
on the data makes this system extremely vulnerable
to cyber attacks [3, 10–12]. Moreover, according to
the report provided by the power electronics research
institute [13], the cyber security issues of the smart
grid are the most important existing challenges for
implementation and development of this network on
the wide scale. Hence, the NIST has provided a de-
tailed guideline for the smart grid cyber security re-
quirements [14]. In the following, we explain some of
its most important security-requirements briefly.

• Confidentiality: This property gets much atten-
tion to prevent unauthorized disclosure of infor-
mation and privacy preserving of individuals in
recent decades.
• Accessibility: This is one the most important
feature in the smart grids which ensures the
reliable and well-timed access to information.
• Integrity: It is responsible for preventing unau-

thorized alternation of information, and also it
causes the validity and non-repudiation of the
information in the network.
• Authentication: It is a key process for verifying

the identity of devices and individuals, and also
is known as a prerequisite for granting access to
resources in the network. Therefore, the accessi-
bility of unauthorized nodes to the information
is restricted.

The existence of a secure appropriate method for
authentication is one of the most significant challenges
to achieve an acceptable security level in smart grids
[15]. Several authentication methods for smart grids
have been introduced till now which each of them
has its own advantages and disadvantages. One of
these methods which is more suitable for this network
was proposed by Mahmood et al. [1]. In Mahmood et
al.’s scheme, two parts of the network, namely home
area network and building area network, are authen-
ticated to each other through hybrid cryptography
and also establish a shared session key between them-
selves. After that, those two parts can communicate
and transmit messages by using the mentioned shared
session key. This scheme has low communication and
computational overheads in comparison with other
existing schemes which make it more appropriate for
the environment with limited resources such as smart
grid. Besides that, it is resistant against man-in-the-
middle and replay attacks. Despite all of the advan-
tages of this mentioned method, we have investigated
that it suffers from some vulnerability issues, such as
key compromise impersonation (KCI) attack, forward
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secrecy and privacy-preservation.

1.1 Related Work

As the authentication is one of the most important
security properties in the smart grid, a lot of authen-
tication schemes in this domain are proposed till now
which we analyze some of them in this section. These
studied schemes are utilized different public key cryp-
tosystem methods, such as Merkle hash tree [16], one
time signature [17], elliptic curve cryptography [18],
Identity-Based cryptography [19], Diffie-Hellman ex-
change protocol [20] and so on which each of these
methods has their own pros and cons. We briefly ex-
plain our studied schemes in the following.

The Merkle tree based authentication schemes
which are proposed in [7] and [21] uses hash functions
instead of PKI such as discrete logarithm or integer
factorization to provide an authentication scheme
with an appropriate security level despite the advent
of quantum computers. Besides that, these schemes
are resistant against some of the important attacks
such as replay attack, message injection attack, mes-
sage analysis attack, message modification attack
and so on. Since the computations of the mentioned
schemes are based on the hash functions, they have
low computation and communication overheads and
high speed which means low computation time, but
they have high latency and require more memory
space, because of the numerous number of nodes in
each tree.

In many cases, control center requires to send a
message to a group of consumers. For example in the
event of a crisis, it requires to interrupt the power of
a region by sending a message to all the consumers
in that region. In these cases, a multicast communi-
cation is needed instead of unicast communication.
As it is stated in [22], one method of establishing
multicast communication is the use of one time signa-
ture. Besides that, since one time signature method is
able to allocate computations between sender and re-
ceiver nodes in accordance with their computational
resources, the other important feature of this method
is its flexibility. Computational overhead, computa-
tional time and required memory space are allocated
proportional to sender and receiver computational
power. But, because of using signature in this method,
it has high latency and communication overhead.

As it is mentioned in [23], communications in smart
grid are very sensitive to the latency of data trans-
mission. Therefore, the use of authentication proto-
col based elliptic curve cryptography is one of the
most important methods to minimize this latency.
The mentioned two-way authentication scheme in [23]
has high computational overhead and computational

time but its communication overhead, latency and
required memory space are so low.

In [24], the identity based cryptography is used
to propose an authentication scheme, therefore this
scheme does not require any certificate authority.
Indeed, a secure server executes the responsibilities
of certificate authority in this network. Moreover,
the key management of this protocol increases the
security level of the network by changing the key
values in the specific period of time and also it has
very low communication overhead. Furthermore, the
mentioned scheme can be used in both of the unicast
and multicast communications.

As it is stated in [25], a lightweight authentica-
tion methods are necessary for smart grid for two
important reasons, low latency and low communica-
tion overhead. In [25], the smart meters establish a
mutual authentication at first to generate a shared
session keys based on the Diffie-Hellman exchange
protocol. After that, by using the hash based authen-
tication code and mentioned shared session keys, the
smart meters are able to authenticate received mes-
sages in a lightweight way, thus the scheme does not
contribute to high latency and exchange few signal
messages during the message authentication process.
Sule et al. [26] proposed a variable length message
authentication scheme for secure communication in
the smart grid. This scheme has low time for verifi-
cation and provides an efficient solution to support
high frequency exchange of large volume messages.
Mahmood et al. [27] designed an elliptic curve based
authentication scheme in which two users can authen-
ticate each other and agree on a secure session key.
In this protocol each user registers itself with the
trusted third party. Then each registered participant
can start authentication procedure with another user
to initiate secure session of communication after suc-
cessful authentication. Abbasinezhad et al. [28] found
that Mahmood et al.’s scheme [27] does not provide
the perfect forward secrecy and is vulnerable to both
known session-specific temporary information attack
and private keys leakage. In addition, Abbasinezhad
et al. [28] proposed an improved scheme that elimi-
nates the mention vulnerabilities and it is more ef-
ficient than the Mahmood et al.’s scheme [27].Chen
et al. [29] found that Abbasinezhad et al.’s scheme
suffers from the replay attack, although the adver-
sary can not get the session key, the adversary can
make this entity inaccessible to its peer entities tem-
porarily, besides, in the first message of their scheme,
there is not a signature or a timestamp, a receiver of
this message can not know if this message has been
tampered or altered by an adversary or not.
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1.2 Research Contributions

In this paper, we evaluate a recent lightweight au-
thentication scheme for smart grid [1] and found that
it is vulnerable to KCI attack. Moreover, we show
that the scheme cannot satisfy forward secrecy and
privacy preserving properties [14] as important se-
curity features for authentication and key establish-
ment in smart grid . After that, we introduce an en-
hanced secure authentication scheme for smart grid
that eliminates the security weaknesses of Mahmood
et al.’s scheme. In addition, we pose some formal secu-
rity analysis for our scheme with AVISPA and BAN
logic to show security of the proposed scheme. Fi-
nally, some security and efficiency comparisons are
discussed that indicate the security and efficiency of
our scheme to be utilized in smart grid.

1.3 Paper Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows,
some preliminaries are introduced in Section 2. A
review of Mahmood et al.’s scheme and details of
our proposed scheme are presented in Section 3 and
4, respectively. Security of the proposed scheme is
analysed in Section 5. Finally, conclusion of this paper
is stated in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we discuss the following system and
threat models needed in this paper.

2.1 System model

The system model which is used in the Mahmood’s
scheme has four different entities, including home
area network, building area network, neighborhood
area network and key generation center. These four
entities of the mentioned system model are defined
as follows [25]:

• Home Area Network (HAN): This part consists
of all smart parts of an apartment. Different
smart appliances such as refrigerator, television
and so on in an apartment which have their
unique identity address to connect to HAN gate-
way. HAN gateway can communicate with BAN
gateway and enables consumer to manage their
on-demand requirements and their energy con-
sumption.
• Building Area Network (BAN): Each BAN com-
prises number of HANs. All of the HAN gate-
ways can communicate with control center of
the smart grid only through the BAN gateways.
The BAN gateway is used to monitor the power
consumption and usage of HANs in its corre-
sponding apartment.

• Neighborhood Area Network (NAN): NAN rep-
resents a particular region, for instance a city
with specific number of consumers. NAN gate-
way is used to monitor the power consumption
of this region and also manages all of the BAN
gateways which are placed in its area.
• Key Generation Center (KGC): This part is
responsible for generating public and private
keys of all of the gateway nodes in the network.
Besides that, it generates and distributes the
public parameters of the network such as hash
functions.

2.2 Threat model

We assume that the adversary eavesdrops and inter-
cepts communications between HAN and BAN. More-
over, the adversary can execute the following attacks:

• Replay attack: The adversary records a valid
transmission of HAN (BAN) and sends it again
to BAN (HAN) for attacking proposes.
• Forward secrecy: The adversary that compro-
mised the long term private key of HAN and
BAN cannot calculate the previous session keys
established by them.
• Key Compromise Impersonation (KCI) attack:
If the long term private key of HAN (BAN) is
compromised, the adversary can easily forge it.
But, this leakage should not enable the adver-
sary to impersonate BAN (HAN) [30].
• Privacy violation: The adversary is willing to

obtain the identity of HAN and BAN for mali-
cious purposes in smart grid [31].

2.3 Notations

The used notations of this paper are shown in Table 1.

3 Review of Mahmood et al.’s
Scheme

In this section, we review a lightweight authentication
scheme for smart grid communications which is pro-
posed in [1]. This scheme has three phases including
initialization, authentication and message transmis-
sion. In the following, we briefly explain these three
phases.

3.1 Initialization

The KGC selects a group G of a large prime order q
which satisfies CDH (Computational Diffie-Hellman)
assumption. To generate asymmetric encryption key
pair for each gateway node GNj , the KGC chooses a
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Table 1. Notations used in this paper

Notation Description

HANGWi
The smart meter gateway on home area network i

BANGWj
The smart meter gateway on building area network j

IDi, IDj The identities of HANGWi
and BANGWj , respectively

si, sj The private key of HANGWi
and BANGWj , respectively

Pi, Pj The public key of HANGWi
and BANGWj , respectively

E(.), D(.) AES encryption and decryption

HMACk(.) A hash-based message authentication code via a symmetric key k

H(.) A collision-resistant one-way cryptographic hash function

=? Checking the equality of two values

X.Y X multiplies Y

random number sj ∈ Z∗q as a private key for gateway
node j and then computes its public key such as Pj =
gsj in which g is the generator of group G. After that,
the public and private key pair (sj , Pj) are sent to its
corresponding node GNj through a secure channel.
Moreover, the KGC chooses a secure hash function
H(.) and a hash-based message authentication code
which is represented by HMACk; also, it selects a
unique identity for each of the gateway nodes in its
network. Finally, the KGC issues identities, public
keys of gateway nodes and those two hash functions
to all of the gateway nodes in the network as public
parameters.

3.2 Authentication

When a consumer wants to send its on-demand
power list to control center, at first, an authenti-
cation process is performed between its home area
network gateway node and its corresponding building
area network gateway node which are represented
as HANGWi

and BANGWj
, respectively. Besides

that, a shared session key is computed for a symmet-
ric cryptography between HANGWi

and BANGWj

during this process. The authentication process has
three steps as follows:

1st step:
HANGWi

chooses a random number a ∈ Z∗q and then
computes three values according to A = a(si + ti)

−1,
B = P a

j and ga, in which si, Pj and ti represent the
private key of HANGWi , the public key of BANGWj

and time stamp recorded by HANGWi
, respectively.

After that, HANGWi
uses B value as the encryption

key of the AES encryption algorithm which is shown
as E(.) and calculates Ci = EB(IDi||IDj ||B||ti||ga),
in which IDi and IDj are the identities of HANGWi

and BANGWj , respectively. Finally, HANGWi sends
quadruple set < Ci, ti, A, IDi > to BANGWj

.

2st step:
Upon receiving the quadruple set < Ci, ti, A, IDi >,
BANGWj

checks the validity of time stamp ti and if
it is valid then computes B = (Pi.g

ti)A.sj , in which
Pi and sj represent the public key of HANGWi

and the private key of BANGWj
, respectively. After

that, BANGWj decrypts Ci according to DB(Ci) =
(IDi||IDj ||B||ti||ga) and then checks whether B and
ti are similar to the the values which are received
in the plaintext or not. If one of the validation is
failed, the BANGWj

rejects the request. Otherwise,
BANGWj

chooses a random value b ∈ Z∗q and com-
putes
Cj = EB(IDi||IDj ||tj ||gb||HMACB(IDi||IDj ||tj ||gb))
in which tj is the time stamp recorded by BANGWj

.
Finally, BANGWj

sends triplex set < Cj , tj , IDj >
to HANGWi

.

3st step:
After receiving triplex set < Cj , tj , IDj >, HANGWi

decrypts Cj and then checks the validation of time
stamp tj . If the time stamp is valid, HANGWi

com-
putes HMACB(IDi||IDj ||tj ||gb) and compares it
with the one in the decryption in Cj . If these val-
ues are equal, BANGWj is authenticated. At the
end of this process, HANGWi and BANGWj cal-
culates the shared session key according to Kij =
H(IDi||IDj ||gab).

3.3 Message Transmission

In this phase, HANGWi
sends its on-demand re-

quest message Mi to BANGWj
in a secure channel

by using AES encryption algorithm and shared
session key Kij . Also, HMAC algorithm is used
to provide message integrity. Besides that, the
time stamp ti is used to provide replay attack re-
sistant in this phase. Finally, HANGWi

computes
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C = EKij
(Mi||ti||HMACKij

(Mi)) and sends it to
BANGWj

.

Upon receiving C, BANGWj decrypts C by using
shared session key Kij , validates time stamp ti, com-
putes HMAC(Mi) and checks whether the computed
HMAC(Mi) is equal to the received one or not. If
they are equal, BANGWj

accepts Mi and sends it to
NANGWk

.

3.4 Weaknesses of Mahmood et al.’s Scheme

In this section, we find out that Mahmood et al.’s
scheme is vulnerable to Key Compromise Imperson-
ation (KCI) attack and it does not satisfy forward
secrecy and privacy preserving properties. The details
of the proposed attacks are described as follows:

• KCI attack: KCI vulnerability [30] is a weak-
ness of an authenticated key agreement protocol
which allows an attacker who has obtained the
secret key of a client (e.g., private key of the
smart meter gateway on home area network i,
HANGWi

) to not just impersonate the compro-
mised client to a server(e.g., the smart meter
gateway on building area network j, BANGWj

),
which is trivial, but also to impersonate a server
to the compromised client. Let an adversary has
obtained si which is the secret key of HANGWi

.
It plays the role of BANGWj

as follows:
(1) Like the protocol, HANGWi

sends the val-
ues < Ci, ti, A, IDi > to BANGWj

.
(2) By receiving the message, the adversary

computes value B as below:

B = P
A(si+ti)
j (1)

ViaB, it decrypts Ci, obtains IDi, IDj , B, ti, g
a,

selects a random number b ∈ Z∗q and com-
putes ciphertext Cj = EB(IDi||IDj ||tj ||gb||
HMACB(IDi||IDj ||tj ||gb)). Finally, the
adversary sends triplex set < Cj , tj , IDj >
to HANGWi

.
(3) After receiving the message, HANGWi

de-
crypts Cj , verifies B and tj and accepts
the adversary as the legitimate BANGWj

.
Thus, Mahmood et al.’s scheme is vulnerable
to KCI attack.

Here, we show the correctness of the value B
in Equation (1).

B = P
A(si+ti)
j = PAsi

j .PA.ti
j (2)

= P
Asj
i .gA.ti.sj = (Pi.g

ti)A.sj

• Forward secrecy: A key agreement protocol
has forward security if the long-term secret key
of a participant of the key agreement proto-
col is compromised, the secrecy of previous ses-

sion keys is not affected. Assume that an ad-
versary obtains si as the long-term secret key
of HANGWi

and has recorded transcripts of
previous sessions of HANGWi

according to the
Mahmood et al.’s scheme. The adversary cal-
culates the values a = A(si + ti) and B = P a

j .
The adversary decrypts ciphertext cj via the
key B and obtains gb. Finally, it can calculate
the session key Kij = H(IDi||IDj ||gab). Thus,
the Mahamood et al.’s scheme does not have
forward secrecy.
• Privacy preserving: One of the most impor-
tant requirements for smart grid is privacy
preserving [14, 31] which emphasizes of the
anonymity of the customers. In the Mahmood
et al.’s scheme, identity of HANGWi is plainly
sent to BANGWj . Thus, an eavesdropper can
easily obtain the identity of HANGWi and
traces the communications of the customers.

4 The Proposed Scheme

Like Mahmood et al.’s scheme, our scheme contains
three phases initialization, authentication and mes-
sage transmission. The initialization phase is same
as one in Mahmood et al.’s scheme but q − 1 has a
large prime factor p. We describe the authentication
and message transmission phases of our scheme as
follows. In addition, details of our scheme is shown
in Figure 2.

4.1 Authentication

This phase is executed between HANGWi
and

BANGWj
in order that authenticate each other and

agree on a symmetric key for the secure message
transmission. The authentication is done via the
following three steps.

1st step:
HANGWi

selects a random number a ∈ Z∗p and
calculates A = ga, TIDi = IDi ⊕ H(P a

j ) and
V = a + siH(IDi||IDj ||A||ti) modp in which si is
the private key of HANGWi , Pj is the public key of
BANGWj , ti is a time stamp obtained by HANGWi

and IDi and IDj are the identities of HANGWi

and BANGWj
, respectively. Finally, HANGWi

sends
< ti, A, TIDi, V > to BANGWj

.

2nd step:
After receiving the message, BANGWj checks the
validity of time stamp ti and if it is true then cal-
culates IDi = TIDi ⊕ H(Asj ). BANGWj

checks
that A = gV P

−H(IDi||IDj ||A||ti)
i is hold, where Pi

is the public key of HANGWi . If the validation
is failed, the BANGWj rejects the request. Other-
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wise, BANGWj
selects a random number b ∈ Z∗p

and calculates B = gb, L = (A.Pi)
sj and Cj =

HMACL(IDj ||IDi||A||B||tj) in which tj is the time
stamp recorded by BANGWj . Finally, BANGWj

sends < tj , B,Cj > to HANGWi
.

3rd step:
Upon receiving the message, HANGWi checks the
validity of time stamp tj and if it is true then
computes L = Pj

(a+si). HANGWi checks that
Cj = HMACL(IDj ||IDi||A||B||tj) is hold. If it
is, HANGWi

accepts BANGWj
and calculates the

session key as below:

Kij = H(IDi||IDj ||A||B||(gb)a) (3)

In like manner, BANGWj
computes the session key

as follows:

Kij = H(IDi||IDj ||A||B||(ga)b) (4)

4.2 Message Transmission

After constructing the secure common secret key Kij ,
HANGWi

can securely send the demand request mes-
sage Mi which contains the electricity requirements
of the smart appliances for certain period of time,
to BANGWj . For this issue, HANGWi utilizes AES
algorithm via the key Kij , obtains a time stamp
tm and transmits tm, C = EKij

(IDi||IDj ||tm||Mi)
to BANGWj

. After receiving the message, BANGWj

checks tm and if it is valid then decrypts C and ob-
tains IDi, IDj , tm, and Mi. BANGWj

verifies the cor-
rectness of IDi, IDj , tm and if they are true values,
BANGWj accepts Mi as the demand request message
of HANGWi

.

5 Security Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the security properties
and introduce a formal analysis of our scheme. Then,
we compare the proposed scheme with some related
schemes in terms of security and efficiency.

5.1 Security Properties

• Mutual authentication: In our scheme,
HANGWi

and BANGWj
calculates common

value B which only can be computed by them.
In 2st step, BANGWj decrypts Ci and checks
correctness of IDi, IDj and ti. If these values
are true, BANGWj

authenticates HANGWi
.

Similarly, HANGWi
decrypts Cj and checks

whether IDi, IDj and tj are correct values ,and
if so, HANGWi authenticates BANGWj .Thus,
our scheme provides mutual authentication
property.

• Resilient to replay attack: Due to the time
stamps which are used in the flows, all trans-
mitted messages are fresh. Then, our scheme is
resilience to replay attack.
• Forward secrecy: In our scheme, the session
key is calculated from the fresh value gab and
this value is independent from the long term
secret keys si and sj . Hence, if the adversary
obtains secret keys of BANGWj

and HANGWi
,

it cannot compute the previous session keys.
Thus, our scheme satisfies the forward secrecy
property.
• KCI attack resiliency: Let the adversary has
obtained the secret key si of HANGWi

. The
adversary needs to compute L = (A.Pi)

sj =
Asj .P si

j to impersonate BANGWj . But it can-
not calculate L because of the term Asj , and
hence the proposed scheme is immune to KCI
attack. Moreover, the adversary that obtains
sj cannot impersonate HANGWi

to BANGWj

because it is unable to compute a valid value V
without knowing the secret key si .
• Privacy preserving: In 1st step of our proto-
col, HANGWi sends TIDi = IDi ⊕H(P a

j ) to
BANGWj

. TIDi does not reveal any informa-
tion about IDi to an eavesdropper and this pre-
serves anonymity of the HANGWi

. Thus, the
proposed scheme provides privacy preserving
property.
Finally, security properties of our scheme is com-
pared with security features of related schemes.
The comparison is shown in Table 2. It indicates
that the proposed scheme has more security fea-
tures as compared to Mahmood et al.’s scheme.

5.2 Formal Security Verification Using
AVISPA Tool: Simulation Study

In this section, we evaluate the proposed scheme for
the formal security verification using the broadly-
accepted Automated Validation of Internet Security
Protocols and Applications (AVISPA) tool [32]. We
provide the implementation details of the proposed
scheme in the High-Level Protocol Specification Lan-
guage (HLPSL) [33] and then the simulation results.
It is worth noticing that AVISPA only captures replay
and man-in-the-middle attacks against an attacker
for any security protocol.

5.2.1 Overview of AVISPA

AVISPA is an automated validation tool with a
high-level language specification for the security
sensitive applications and protocols [32]. In recent
years, AVISPA becomes a popular and powerful tool
for the formal security verification [32, 34–41]. The
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𝐻𝐴𝑁𝐺𝑊𝑖
𝐵𝐴𝑁𝐺𝑊𝑗

𝑎 ∈ 𝑍𝑝
∗  

𝐴 = 𝑔𝑎 

𝑇𝐼𝐷𝑖 = 𝐼𝐷𝑖⨁𝐻(𝑃𝑗
𝑎)

𝑉 = 𝑎 + 𝑠𝑖𝐻(𝐼𝐷𝑖||𝐴||𝑡𝑖)𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑝 

< 𝑡𝑖, 𝐴, 𝑇𝐼𝐷𝑖, 𝑉 > 

Verifies 𝑡𝑖 

𝐼𝐷𝑖 = 𝑇𝐼𝐷𝑖⨁𝐻(𝐴𝑠𝑗)

Verifies 𝑉 

𝑏 ∈ 𝑍𝑝
∗ , 𝐵 = 𝑔𝑏 

𝐿 = (𝐴. 𝑃𝑖)𝑠𝑗

𝐶𝑗 = 𝐻𝑀𝐴𝐶𝐿(𝐼𝐷𝑗||𝐼𝐷𝑖||𝐴||𝐵||𝑡𝑗) 

< 𝑡𝑗, 𝐵, 𝐶𝑗 > 

Verifies 𝑡𝑗 

𝐿 = 𝑃𝑗
(𝑎+𝑠𝑖)

𝐶𝑗 =? 𝐻𝑀𝐴𝐶𝐿(𝐼𝐷𝑗||𝐼𝐷𝑖||𝐴||𝐵||𝑡𝑗) 

𝐾𝑖𝑗 = 𝐻(𝐼𝐷𝑖||𝐼𝐷𝑗||𝐴||𝐵||𝑔𝑎𝑏)

𝐶 = 𝐸𝐾𝑖𝑗
(𝐼𝐷𝑖||𝐼𝐷𝑗||𝑡𝑚||𝑀𝑖)

𝐾𝑖𝑗 = 𝐻(𝐼𝐷𝑖||𝐼𝐷𝑗||𝐴||𝐵||𝑔𝑎𝑏)

Figure 2. The proposed scheme

Table 2. Security comparison

Scheme Our Mahmood et al. [1] Fouda et al. [25] Sule et al. [26] Mahmood et al.[27] Abbasinezhad et al. [28] Chen et al. [29]

Mutual authentication YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Resilient to reply attack YES YES YES YES YES NO YES

Forward secrecy YES NO YES YES NO NO YES

KCI attack resiliency YES NO YES YES YES YES YES

Privacy-preservation YES NO YES YES NO NO NO

architecture of the AVISPA tool is shown in Fig-
ure 3. AVISPA provides various automatic analysis
techniques through its four back-ends: 1) On-the-fly
Model-Checker (OFMC), 2) Constraint Logic based
Attack Searcher (CL-AtSe), 3) SAT-based Model-
Checker (SATMC) and 4) Tree Automata based on
Automatic Approximations for the Analysis of Secu-
rity Protocols (TA4SP). More detailed descriptions
on these back-ends can be found in [32].

The security protocols which are to be analyzed for

their security part by AVISPA tool need to be spec-
ified in HLPSL (High Level Protocols Specification
Language) [33]. HLPSL is a role based language and
contains the following roles [32, 33]:

• Basic roles: These roles, in general, represent
different participating entities in the protocol.
• Composition roles: These roles represent differ-

ent scenarios involving basic roles.

In HLPSL, an intruder is represented as one of the
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High−Level Protocol Specification Language (HLPSL)

Intermediate Format (IF)

avispa script file

On−the−fly

Model−Checker

OFMC
Attack Searcher

CL−based

AtSe SATMC

SAT−based

Analyser
TA4SP

Tree Automata−
based Protocol

Model−Checker

Output Format (OF)

Translator

HLPSL2IF

Figure 3. Architecture of AVISPA [32]

basic legitimate roles and is always represented by i.
The HLPSL specification of the protocol is translated
to its intermediate format (IF) using the HLPSL2IF
translator, and then IF is converted to output format
(OF) by one of the four back-ends. The OF typically
has the following sections [33]:

• SUMMARY: It defines whether the tested pro-
tocol is safe, unsafe, or whether the analysis is
inconclusive.
• DETAILS: It states a detailed explanation of
why the tested protocol is concluded as safe, or
under what conditions the test application or
protocol is exploitable using an attack, or why
the analysis is inconclusive.
• PROTOCOL: It defines the HLPSL specifica-

tion of the target protocol in intermediate form.
• GOAL: The goal of the analysis which is being
performed by AVISPA using HLPSL specifica-
tion.
• BACKEND: The name of the back-end that is
used for the analysis, that is, one of OFMC,
CL-AtSe, SATMC and TA4SP.
• Finally, the trace of a possible vulnerability to
the target protocol, if any, along with some
useful statistics and relevant comments.

5.2.2 Specifying the Protocol

We have implemented the proposed scheme for the
authentication and message transmission phases. The
HLPSL specification for the role of HANGWi

is given
in Figure 4 and the Appendix.

5.2.3 Analysis of Simulation Results

The proposed scheme is simulated using OFMC and
CL-AtSe backends under the SPAN, the Security Pro-
tocol ANimator for AVISPA tool [42]. It is worth
noticing that the proposed scheme uses the bitwise

role han_gwi(HANgwi, BANgwj: agent,

           H: hash_func,

           Snd, Rcv: channel(dy))

played_by HANgwi 

def=

  local State: nat, 

        A, A1, TIDi, V, IDi, Ti, P, G, Si, Sj, Pj: text,

        F, HMAC: hash_func,

        Kij, Tj, IDj, B, Mi, Tm, C: text

  const sp1, sp2, sp3, han_ban_a, han_ban_ti, han_ban_tm, 

        ban_han_b, ban_han_tj: protocol_id  

% Initialize state, State to 0

init State := 0

transition

%%% Authentication phase

1. State = 0 /\ Rcv(start) =|>

%%% A is random number and Ti is current timestamp

 State’ := 1 /\ A’ := new() /\ Ti’ := new()

             /\ A1’ := exp(G, A’)

%%% Si is private key of HANgwi and Pj is public key of BANgwj

%%% Sj is private key of BANgwj and Pi is public key of HANgwi

             /\ TIDi’ := xor(IDi, H(exp(exp(G, Sj), A’)))

             /\ V’ := F(A’.Si.H(IDi.A1’.Ti’).P)

             /\ secret({IDi, IDj}, sp1, {HANgwi, BANgwj})

             /\ secret(Si, sp2, {HANgwi})

%%% Send message <ti, A, TIDi, V> to BANgwj via public channel

             /\ Snd(Ti’.A1’.TIDi’.V’)

% HANgwi has freshly generated the random number a for the BANgwj

            /\ witness (HANgwi, BANgwj, han_ban_a, A’)

% HANgwi has freshly generated the current timestamp ti for the BANgwj

            /\ witness (HANgwi, BANgwj, han_ban_ti, Ti’)

%%% Receive message <tj, B, Cj> from BANgwj via open channel

2.  State = 1 /\ Rcv(Tj’.exp(G, B’).HMAC(exp(F(exp(G, A’).exp(G, Si)), 

                     Sj).IDj.IDi.exp(G, A’).exp(G, B’).Tj’)) =|>

  State’ := 3 /\ secret(Sj, sp3, {BANgwj}) 

%%% Mi is the demand request message of HANgwi

%%% Tm is the current timestamp

              /\ Mi’ := new() /\ Tm’ := new()

%%% Kij is the session key between HANgwi and BANgwj

              /\ Kij’ := H(IDi.IDj.exp(G, A’).exp(G, B’).

                           exp(exp(G, B’), A’))

              /\ C’ := {IDi.IDj.Tm’.Mi’}_Kij’

%%% Send message <tm, C> to BANgwj via open channel

              /\ Snd(Tm’.C’)

% HANgwi has freshly generated the current timestamp tm for the BANgwj

            /\ witness (HANgwi, BANgwj, han_ban_tm, Tm’)

% HANgwi’s acceptance of b and tj generated for HANgwi by BANgwj  

             /\ request(BANgwj, HANgwi, ban_han_b, B’)

             /\ request(BANgwj, HANgwi, ban_han_tj, Tj’)

end role

Figure 4. HLPSL specification for the role of HANGWi

XOR operations. Currently, other backends, namely
SATMC and TA4SP do not support this feature of im-
plementing XOR operations in the roles. As a result,
the simulation results of the proposed scheme using
SATMC and TA4SP backends come as “inconclusive”,
and hence, we have ignored these results from this
paper.

Three verifications needed for the proposed scheme
in both the cases: 1) executability checking on non-
trivial HLPSL specifications; 2) replay attack check-
ing; and 3) Dolev-Yao model checking. The executabil-
ity check is necessary to ensure that the protocol will
reach to a state where a possible attack can happen,
during the run of the protocol. From Figure 4 and
Figure 5, it is shown that the proposed scheme is
properly translated to HLPSL specification and it
meets the design goals by ensuring the executability.
The proposed scheme is also simulated for the execu-
tion tests and a bounded number of sessions model
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role ban_gwj(HANgwi, BANgwj: agent,

           H: hash_func,

           Snd, Rcv: channel(dy))

played_by BANgwj 

def=

  local State: nat, 

        A, A1, TIDi, V, IDi, Ti, P, G, Si, Sj, Pi, Pj: text,

        F, HMAC: hash_func,

        Tj, IDj, B, B1, L, Cj, Tm, Mi: text

  const sp1, sp2, sp3, han_ban_a, han_ban_ti, han_ban_tm, 

        ban_han_b, ban_han_tj : protocol_id

% Initialize state, State to 0

init State := 0

transition

%%% Authentication phase

%%% Receive message <ti, A, TIDi, V> from HANgwi via public channel

1. State = 0 /\ Rcv(Ti’.exp(G, A’).xor(IDi, H(exp(exp(G, Sj), A’))).

                    F(A’.Si.H(IDi.exp(G, A’).Ti’).P))  =|>

 State’ := 2 /\ secret({IDi, IDj}, sp1, {HANgwi, BANgwj})

             /\ secret(Si, sp2, {HANgwi})

             /\ secret(Sj, sp3, {BANgwj})

%%% B is random number and Tj is current timestamp

             /\ B’ := new() /\ Tj’ := new()

             /\ B1’ := exp(G, B’)

             /\ L’ := exp(F(exp(G, A’).exp(G, Si)), Sj)

             /\ Cj’ := HMAC(L’.IDj.IDi.exp(G, A’).B1’.Tj’)

%%% Send message <tj, B, Cj> to HANgwi via open channel

             /\ Snd(Tj’.B1’.Cj’)

% BANgwj has freshly generated the random number b for the HANgwi

            /\ witness (BANgwj, HANgwi, ban_han_b, B’)

% BANgwj has freshly generated the current timestamp tj for the HANgwi

            /\ witness (BANgwj, HANgwi, ban_han_tj, Tj’)

%%% Receive message <tm, C> from HANgwi via open channel

2. State = 2 /\ Rcv(Tm’.{IDi.IDj.Tm’.Mi’}_(H(IDi.IDj.exp(G, A’).

                     exp(G, B’).exp(exp(G, B’), A’)))) =|>

% BANgwj’s acceptance of a, ti and tm generated for BANgwj by HANgwi  

 State’ := 4 /\ request(HANgwi, BANgwj,  han_ban_a, A’)

             /\ request(HANgwi, BANgwj,  han_ban_ti, Ti’)

             /\ request(HANgwi, BANgwj,  han_ban_tm, Tm’) 

end role

Figure 5. HLPSL specification for the role of BANGWj

checking. To check the replay attack on the proposed
protocol, both the backends (OFMC and CL-AtSe)
verify if the legitimate agents can execute the speci-
fied protocol by performing a search of a passive in-
truder. These back-ends then supply the intruder (i)
about the knowledge of some normal sessions between
the valid agents. On the other hand, both OFMC and
CL-AtSe backends check if any man-in-the-middle at-
tack possible by i for the Dolev-Yao model checking.

The simulation results for both the OFMC and L-
AtSe backends are reported in Figure 7. OFMC back-
end takes 0.04 seconds search time, while it visits 16
nodes with a depth of 4 plies, whereas CL-AtSe back-
end analyzes 15 states and it takes 0.02 seconds com-
putation time, and all 15 states are reachable. There-
fore, all verifications, such as executability checking
on non-trivial HLPSL specifications, replay attack
checking and Dolev-Yao model checking are satisfied
in the proposed scheme. As a result, the proposed
scheme becomes safe against both replay & man-in-
the-middle attacks.

role session(HANgwi, BANgwj: agent, H: hash_func)

def=

  local Snd1, Rcv1, Snd2, Rcv2: channel (dy)

  composition

     han_gwi(HANgwi, BANgwj, H, Snd1, Rcv1)

  /\ ban_gwj(HANgwi, BANgwj, H, Snd2, Rcv2)

end role

role environment()

def=

  const hangwi, bangwj: agent,

      h, f, hmac: hash_func, 

      ti, tj, tm: text,

      sp1, sp2, sp3, han_ban_a, han_ban_ti, 

      han_ban_tm, ban_han_b, ban_han_tj: protocol_id

intruder_knowledge = {h, f, hmac, ti, tj, tm}

%%% i is the intruder

composition

   session(hangwi, bangwj, h) 

/\ session(i, bangwj, h) 

/\ session(hangwi, i, h) 

end role

goal

%%% Confidentiality (privacy)

secrecy_of sp1, sp2, sp3

%%% Authentication

authentication_on han_ban_a, han_ban_ti

authentication_on han_ban_tm

authentication_on ban_han_b, ban_han_tj

end goal

environment()

Figure 6. HLPSL specification for the role of session, goal
and environment

% OFMC

% Version of 2006/02/13

SUMMARY

DETAILS

  BOUNDED_NUMBER_OF_SESSIONS

PROTOCOL

  C:\progra~1\SPAN\testsuite

    \results\auth−smartgrid.if

GOAL

  as_specified

BACKEND

  OFMC

COMMENTS

STATISTICS

  parseTime: 0.00s

  searchTime: 0.04s

  visitedNodes: 16 nodes

  depth: 4 plies

SUMMARY

DETAILS

  BOUNDED_NUMBER_OF_SESSIONS

  TYPED_MODEL

PROTOCOL

  C:\progra~1\SPAN\testsuite

    \results\auth−smartgrid.if

GOAL

  As Specified

BACKEND

  CL−AtSe

STATISTICS

  Analysed   : 15 states

  Reachable  : 15 states

  Translation: 0.00 seconds

  Computation: 0.02 seconds

  SAFE

  SAFE

Figure 7. The results of the analysis using OFMC and
CL-AtSe backends

5.3 Mutual Authentication Based on BAN
Logic

In this section, we present the formal proof by BAN
logic [43]. We assume HANGWi and BANGWj are
legal entities and they mutually authenticate each
other in our scheme. The notions are given in Table 3.

Ban Rules: There are five rules in the BAN
logic:

(1) Message meaning:
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Table 3. The formal notations in the BAN logic [43]

Notation Description

P |≡ X P believes X, or P would be entitled to believe
X

P / X P sees X. A party has sent a message contain-
ing X to P who can read and repeat X.

P |∼ X P once said X. P sent a message including the
statement X before, and P believed X when
he sent the message.

P |⇒ X P has jurisdiction over X. P is an authority on
X and should be trusted on this matter.

#(X) X is fresh, and X has not been sent in a mes-
sage at any time before the current run of the
protocol.

P
X⇐==⇒ P ′ X is a secret known only to P and P ′, and

trusted by them. Only P and P ′ may use X to
prove their identities to each other.

(X,Y ) Formula X or Y is a part of formula (X,Y )

< X >K Formula X is encrypted under the key K

{X}Y X is combined with the formula Y . It means
that Y is a secret and that its presence prove
the identity of whoever utters {X}Y

P |≡ P
K⇐==⇒ Q,P / {X}K

P |≡ Q|∼ X

and

P |≡ P
Y
⇀↽ Q,P/ < X >Y

P |≡ Q|∼ X

(2) Nonce-verification:
P |≡ #(X), P |≡ Q|∼ X

P |≡ Q|≡ X

(3) Jurisdiction:
P |≡ Q⇒ X,P |≡ Q|≡ X

P |≡ X

(4) Freshness-conjuncatenation rule:
P |≡ #(X)

P |≡ #(X,Y )

(5) Session key rule [44]:
P |≡ #(X), P |≡ Q|≡ {X}K

P |≡ P
K⇐==⇒ Q

Goals: In accordance with BAN logic
procedures, the proposed scheme should
satisfy following goals:

Goal 1: HANGWi |≡ (HANGWi

SK←→ BANGWj )

Goal 2: HANGWi |≡ BANGWj |≡ (HANGWi

SK←→
BANGWj )

Goal 3: BANGWj
|≡ (BANGWj

SK←→ HANGWi
)

Goal 4: BANGWj
|≡ HANGWi

|≡ (BANGWj

SK←→
HANGWi

)

Idealized form: The proposed protocol
transformed into idealized form as follows:

Message 1: HANGWi
→ BANGWj

: BANGWj
/

ti, BANGWj
/ A,BANGWj

/ TIDi, BANGWj
/ V :<

a >h(IDi)

Message 2: BANGWi → HANGWj : HANGWj /
tj , HANGWj

/ B,HANGWj
/ Cj :< b >L

Message 3: HANGWi
→ BANGWj

: BANGWj
/

C :< Mi >kij

Hypotheses: The following six assumptions
are considered:

A1: HANGWi
|≡ #{a}

A2: BANGWj |≡ #{b}

A3: HANGWi |≡ HANGWi

h(IDi)←→ BANGWj

A4: BANGWj
|≡ BANGWj

L←→ HANGWi

A5:BANGWj |≡ HANGWi ⇒ a

A6:HANGWi
|≡ BANGWj

⇒ b

We verify accuracy of the proposed scheme as fol-
lows:

• From Message 1, we obtain
S1: BANGWj / ti, A, TIDi, V :< a >h(IDi)

• Using Message Meaning Rule, A3 and S1, we
obtain
S2: BANGWj

|≡ HANGWi
|∼ a

• Using Nonce Verification Rule, A2 and S2, we
procure
S3: BANGWj |≡ HANGWi |≡ a
• Using Jurisdiction Rule, A5 and S3, we can

obtain
S4: BANGWj

|≡ a
• Using Session key rule, S3 and A2, we get
S5 (Goal 3): BANGWj |≡ (BANGWj

SK←→
HANGWi

)
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Table 4. Communication costs comparison

Scheme Step 1 (bytes) Step 2 (bytes) Step 3 (bytes) Total no. of
bytes)

Fouda et al. [25]
160 288 164

612
2LID + LE 2LID + 2LE LT + LH + LE

Sule et al. [26]
160 288 164

612
2LID + LE 2LID + 2LE LT + LH + LE

Mahmood et al. [27]
92 92 Nil

184
3LS + LID + LT 3LS + LID + LT

Abbasinezhad et al. [28]
56 76 36

168
2LS + LID 2LS + LH + LID LID + LH

Chen et al. [29]
92 76 Nil

168
3LS + LID + LT 2LS + LID + LH

Mahmood et al. [1]
356 228 Nil

584
3LID + 2LE + 2LT + Lp 3LID + LE + 2LT + LH

Our
184 164 Nil

348
LT + LE + LH + LS LT + LE + LH

Table 5. Computation costs comparison

Scheme HANGWi
BANGWj

Fouda et al. [25] 4TM+TH 5TM+TH

Sule et al. [26] 4TM+TMAC 4TM+TMAC

Mahmood et al.
[27] 5TEC+4TH 5TEC+4TH

Abbasinezhad et al.
[28] 4TEC+4TH 4TEC+4TH

Chen et al. [29] TP +3TEC+4TH 3TP +3TEC+4TH

Mahmood et al. [1] 3TM+2TS+TH+TMAC 3TM+2TS+TH+TMAC

Our 4TM+3TH+TMAC 6TM+3TH+ TMAC

• From Nonce Verification Rule, S5 and A2, we
get
S6 (Goal 4): BANGWj

|≡ HANGWi
|≡

(BANGWj

SK←→ HANGWi
)

• From Message 2, we get
S7: HANGWi / tj , B :< b >L

• Using Message Meaning Rule, S7 and A4, we
can get
S8: HANGWi

|≡ BANGWj
|∼ b

• Using S8, A1 and Nonce Verification Rule, we
get
S9: HANGWi |≡ BANGWj |≡ b
• Using Jurisdiction Rule, A6 and S9, we can

obtain
S10: HANGWi

|≡ b
• Using Session key rule, S9 and A1, we obtain
S11 (Goal 1 ): HANGWi |≡ (HANGWi

SK←→

BANGWj
)

• From Nonce Verification Rule, S11 and A1, we
get
S12 (Goal 2): HANGWi |≡ BANGWj |≡
(HANGWi

SK←→ BANGWj
)

As all the four goals are achieved, it signifies that the
session key is established between the communicating
parties in our scheme.

5.4 Performance Analysis

In this section, we compare our scheme with some
related schemes in terms of security and efficiency.
Table 4 compares the communication cost in which
the time stamp is considered 16 bytes (LT ), RSA
encryption (modular exponentiation) size is 128 bytes
(LE), scalar multiplication 20 bytes (LS), ID is 16
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bytes (LID), p and HMAC are 20 bytes (Lp and LH ,
respectively ) [1]. This comparison indicates that our
scheme is about 59% more efficient than Mahmood
et al.’s scheme in term of communication overhead.

In addition, Table 5 compares the computation cost
in which the following notations are used:

• TM : The time for RSA encryption/decryption
or modular exponentiation
• TS : Time for symmetric encryption/decryption
• TH : Time for hash operation
• TMAC : Time for HMAC.
• TEC : Time for scalar multiplication.
• TP : Time for pairing

The computation cost comparison indicates that the
cost of our scheme is analogous Mahmood et al.’s
scheme on the side of HANGWi

. Our scheme has
three modular exponentiations more than Mahmood
et al.’s scheme in the BANGWj which is admissible
cost for enhanced security features.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we evaluated a lightweight authentica-
tion scheme for smart grid proposed by Mahmood
et al. We pointed out their scheme is vulnerable to
KCI attack and it also lacks forward secrecy and pri-
vacy preserving properties. Then, we suggested an en-
hanced authentication scheme for smart grid environ-
ment that provides important security features such
as mutual authentication, replay and KCI attacks
resiliency, forward secrecy and privacy-preservation.
We carried out the formal security analysis using the
BAN logic proof and also the formal security verifica-
tion using the AVISPA software tool. The results en-
sure the security of the proposed scheme. In addition,
the comparative study of our scheme with other rele-
vant schemes reveals that our scheme performs well
as compared to other techniques in terms of security
and functionality features, and communication and
computational costs. Hence, our scheme is efficient
to be utilized in smart grid environment as compared
to other existing schemes.
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Appendix: The HLPSL Specification

At first, the initiator HANGWi receives the start sig-
nal and then generates random number a and current
timestamp ti, computesA = ga, TIDi = IDi⊕H(P a

j )
and V = a + siH(IDi‖A‖ti) (mod p), and finally
sends the message 〈ti, A, TIDi, V 〉 to BANGWj

via
open channel. By the declarations secret({IDi, IDj},
sp1, {HANgwi, BANgwj}), it means that the in-
formation {IDi, IDj} are kept secret to HANGWi

and BANGWj
, whereas the declaration secret(Si, sp2,

{HANgwi}) means the private key si of HANGWi
is

kept secret to HANGWi
only, and the declaration se-

cret(Sj, sp3, {BANgwj}) tells that the private key sj
of BANGWj is kept secret to BANGWj only. After re-
ceiving the message 〈ti, A, TIDi, V 〉 from HANGWi

,
BANGWj

generates random number b and current
timestamp tj , computes B, L and Cj , and then sends
the message 〈tj , B,Cj〉 to HANGWi

through public
channel. After receiving this message,HANGWi sends
another message 〈tm, C〉 to BANGWj by generating
current timestamp tm and demand reuest message
Mi encrypted with the generated session key Kij =
H(IDi‖IDj‖A‖B‖Ba).

The declaration witness (HANgwi, BANgwj,
han_ban_a, A’) means that HANGWi has freshly
generated the random number a for BANGWj

,
whereas witness (HANgwi, BANgwj, han_ban_ti,
Ti’) indicates that HANGWi

has freshly generated
the current timestamp ti for BANGWj . Similarily,
other declarations of witness are provided in the
roles of HANGWi (Figure 4) and BANGWj (Fig-
ure 5). The declaration request(BANgwj, HANgwi,
ban_han_b, B’) and request(BANgwj, HANgwi,
ban_han_tj, Tj’) mean that HANGWi

’s acceptance
of b and tj generated for HANGWi by BANGWj .
The HLPSL specification for the role of BANGWj is
also implemented in a similar way in Figure 5.

Figure 6 shows the definitions for necessary roles
- session, goal and environment. In the session seg-
ment, all the basic roles: han_gwi and ban_gwj are
instanced with concrete arguments. The top-level role
(environment) specifies in the specification of HLPSL,
which contains the global constants and a composi-
tion of one or more sessions, where the intruder (i)
plays some roles as legitimate users. The intruder also
participates in the execution of protocol as a concrete
session. The current version of HLPSL supports the
standard authentication and secrecy goals. In the im-
plementation, the following three secrecy goals and
five authentications are checked:

• secrecy_of sp1: It represents that {IDi, IDj}
are kept secret to HANGWi

and BANGWj
.

• secrecy_of sp2: It represents that the private
key si of HANGWi

is kept secret to HANGWi

only.
• secrecy_of sp3: It represents that the private
key sj of BANGWj

is kept secret to BANGWj

only.
• authentication_on han_ban_a: HANGWi gen-
erates a random number a, where a is only
known to HANGWi

. If the BANGWj
gets a

from the message 〈ti, A, TIDi, V 〉, it authenti-
cates HANGWi

based on a.
• authentication_on han_ban_ti: HANGWi

gen-
erates current timestamp ti. If the BANGWj

receives ti from the message 〈ti, A, TIDi, V 〉, it
authenticates HANGWi

based on ti.
• authentication_on ban_han_b: BANGWj

gen-
erates a random number b, where b is only
known to BANGWj . If the HANGWi receives b
from the message 〈tj , B,Cj〉, it authenticates
BANGWj based on b.
• authentication_on ban_han_tj: BANGWj

gen-
erates current timestamp tj . If the HANGWi

receives tj from the message 〈tj , B,Cj〉, it also
authenticates BANGWj based on tj .
• authentication_on han_ban_tm: HANGWi

generates current timestamp tm. If the
BANGWj

receives tm from the message
〈tm, Cj〉, it authenticates HANGWi

based on
tm.
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